Phoenix Molecular Imaging
The Prostate Cancer Imaging Specialists

Grand Prix of Scottsdale winner
raises $12,650 at Russo and Steele
he first car to cross the block at Russo and
Steele in January was Lot# 8692, the Grand
Prix of Scottsdale-winning Prostate Cancer Awareness 2016 VKC Vintage Kart Company Italiano Vintage Mini Racer, built in May 2016 for the race.
Styled after 1920s Grand Prix race cars, VKC
mini racers are custom built in Mesa to each owner’s specs. Built to perform, they have rack and
pinion steering, hydraulic disc brakes, automatic
clutch and a true differential. Hand-crafted in allaluminum and powered by a 200cc Honda engine,
this racer, the 42nd car produced, was painted in
Lexus pearl white with blue and orange accents for
Phoenix Molecular Imaging (PHXMI), to bring
awareness to men’s health and prostate cancer.
Forty teams were in competition at the Grand
Prix. There are four heats, each about 45 minutes.
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C11-Acetate PET Imaging

Multi Parametric MRI

The first and only facility in the
Western US approved to produce
and use C11 Acetate for the
evaluation of prostate cancer under
multiple clinical trials.

Avoid the discomfort and
in accuracy of Random Prostate
Biopsies.

The physicians at Phoenix
Molecular are conducting studies to
determine how well C11 Acetate
PET/CT scans can improve their

ability to detect residual or recurrent
prostate cancer.
Through advanced imaging, such
as C11-Acetate PET/CT, we now
can know the true limit or extent of
prostate cancer. With this
information, better treatment
decisions can be made.

The PHXMI team—including professional race car
drivers Belinda Endress and Tommy Thompson,
along with PHXMI Medical Director Dr Fabio
Almeida, his wife Cindy, and facility staff, friends
and family—won the race, bringing Prostate Cancer Awareness to the forefront of attention.
Dr and Mrs Almeida and their team then raised
even more prostate cancer awareness by donating
the winning car to charity at Russo and Steele.
The sale included change of livery to the new
owner’s specs, with repaint and new decals, plus
second pole position in the 2017 Grand Prix of
Scottsdale on November 5, 2017, if the new owner
enters the race. Also included is free entry to the
2018 R&S/GPX Challenge for the new owner.
The car sold for $12,650, with all proceeds
donated to charity. ■

// Phoenix Molecular Imaging provided free PSA testing on site at the Grand Prix of Scottsdale. Your life
could depend upon getting tested. Early detection is your best chance for a cure. Tools such as PSA tests
should be part of a regularly scheduled checkup for men starting at age 40, to establish baseline information.
// To learn more about your prostate health and treatment options, visit PCRI.org. For more information on
Phoenix Molecular Imaging and the Prostate Cancer Awareness race team, visit PHXMI.com. You can also
work to end prostate cancer through a tax deductible donation. Every dollar counts. •

If you have a high PSA or are under
Active Surveillance for Prostate
Cancer, Multi Parametric MRI is the
best non invasive way to determine
if there is clinically significant cancer
that needs further attention.
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